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Abst rac t - -We are concerned with the minimal cost flow problem in infinite networks. The gen- 
eralisation to infinite networks is made in order to provide tools for the study of the dynamics of 
such networks. By disintegration methods, we obtain that the minimal transportation costs are the 
supremum of the differences between consumption cost and transportation profit taken over all local 
price systems. Thus, by our method, results for which finite networks are usually obtained by the 
strong duality theorem, can be generalized to infinite networks. 
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1. THE MAIN RESULT  
The classical minimal cost flow problem (MCFP) is to determine a minimum cost shipment of a 
commodity  through a network which satisfies demand at certain nodes by use of available supplies 
at other nodes. To be precise, let there be given a (finite) set ft of consumers with consumption 
at i E f t  denoted by #i and where production is meant to be negative consumption. There are 
pipelines £ C_ ft × ft between consumers (i.e., arcs in the corresponding graph) where Tk,i measures 
the capacity of the arc running from k to i and 7k,i is the associated cost for the transport  (per 
unit) from k to i. An admissible flow u is a mapping from $ to R+ with 0 < uk,i _< 7k,~ Vi, k E 
such that  #i -< ~-~kea(uk,i -- U~,k) Vi E ft. The MCFP  is to find an admissible flow with minimal 
cost, i.e., to minimize transportat ion cost TC 
minimizelu=admissible TC('7, ~) := E ~k,~Vk,~. 
For linear programming problems, the concept of duality attr ibuted to von Neumann [1, p. 123] 
or [2, p. 12] is of great importance. It states: if solutions to the primal and dual system exist, 
then the value z of the objective function corresponding to any admissible solution of the primal 
problem is greater than or equal to the value w of the objective function corresponding to any 
admissible solution of the dual problem. Moreover, optimal admissible solutions exist for both 
problems and minz  = maxw (see [3] for its first proof). Dual to the MCFP  is the following 
objective function: w(Tr) = ~-~ien #iTri - ~-](~,j)~e Ti,J max(0, 7r~ - 7rj - Vi,j), where the 7q are the 
dual variables. By application of the strong duality theorem, we have the following. If there 
exists an admissible flow for the MCFP, then min~ TC(7, u) = max~ w(~r). 
The dual problem has an interesting economic interpretation. Consider the dual variables as 
prices; i.e., 7q is the price to pay for the commodity at the site of consumer i. Then rephrasing 
the min-max condition, one sees that  once a suitable price system is found, then the minimal 
cost flow is obtained if at each node that  action is taken which yields the greatest profit. Thus, if 
price differences between beginning and end point at some arc are exceeding transportat ion cost, 
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then the flow has to attain full capacity, and no flow takes place if transportation cost is higher 
than this price difference. And at those arcs where the price difference quals the shipment cost, 
there the flow has to be chosen such that there is a balance between consumption-production 
and transportation at the adjacent points. 
Several algorithms based on this dual cost improvement approach can be found in the literature, 
e.g., the primal-dual algorithm [4], out-of-kilter algorithm [5], and the relaxation method [6,7]. 
Even though there are algorithms with a superior theoretical complexity, the latter method is 
one of the fastest algorithms in practice (see [8-10]). 
We are now going to generalize this situation to infinite consumer sets. This generalization is
necessary if one is, for example, interested in the dynamical behaviour of such a system because 
then consumers and pipes at different imes are considered as different nodes. The same gener- 
alisation is necessary if one studies how self-organisation ver time may lead to an equilibrium. 
For the infinite system, it is convenient to substitute the quantities #, ~-, 7, and ~, by suitable 
measures and functions on ~t × ~ and f~, respectively. Furthermore, all local arguments are 
replaced by almost-everywhere considerations. So from now on let (gt, E) be a measurable space, 
given by a suitable a-algebra E on the consumer set f~. For finite f~, the foregoing situation is 
recovered by defining wk,i and #~ as the applications of the measures T,# to the corresponding 
singletons, i.e., by 7({(k, i)}) and #({i}), respectively. 
Given a signed measure # : f~ --~ R (consumption), a a-finite positive measure 7 : f~ x gt -~ R+ 
(capacity) and some Ll(T)-function 7 : f~ x f~ --~ R+ (cost) with 7(w,w) = 0 for almost all w. 
Some LC~(~-)-function u : f~ × gt --~ R with u < 1 and fB×AUd7 > 0 for BAA = 0 is said 
to define an admissible flow, if it satisfies demand without exceeding supply, i.e., if #(A) < 
f(n\A) x A U d7 - fA × (~\A) U tiT. Because of u < 1, the capacity bound is automatically observed. 
The general theory yields that there is an admissible flow if and only if #(A) _< T(A x (f~ \ A)) 
for all A E E (see [11, p. 57]). The cost of a flow u is defined to be F(7, u) := f~×auTdT. The 
minimal cost flow problem then is to find an admissible flow with minimal cost. 
In order to solve this problem, we introduce nonnegative Ll(p)-functions f on f~ as local 
price systems, where f(w) denotes the price of the commodity at the site of consumer w. The 
consumption cost, under the price system f,  then is C(f)  = fa fd#.  We define Pl : f~ x f~ ~ R+ 
by /gf(a)l, 032) = max(0, f(wl) - f(cz2) - 7(wl, w2)), and p(f, 7) := fflx~ t~f dT as the optimal 
transportation profit under the given price system f with respect o the cost function 7. 
Since the actual flow does not enter this definition, at the moment it is not at all clear if such 
a most profitable flow can be realized by admissible flows. This optimal profit only is possible if 
there is an admissible flow such that it attains the value of full capacity whenever transport is 
profitable with respect o transportation cost and local prices. The following result shows that a 
most profitable minimal cost flow exists and that it is determined by a suitable price system. 
MINIMAL TRANSPORTATION COST THEOREM. Let there be an admissible flow, then there aIso 
is an admissible flow u such that its transportation cost under "7 is the supremum (over all local 
price systems) of the difference between consumption cost and optimal transportation profit; i.e., 
F(7, u) -- sup{C(f)  - p(f, 7) I f local price system}. ( I . i )  
Furthermore, t, is necessarily a minimal cost flow. 
That ~, has minimal cost is a direct consequence of the simple fact that for any admissible flow, 
the transportation cost must be greater than or equal to the right-hand side of (1.1). 
2. PR INCIPAL  TOOLS 
First, we gather some of the tools needed to prove the main result (see [12,13] or for a sur- 
vey [11]). We consider • := ~ U { -ce}  with the usual extensions of the algebraic operations. 
Moreover, we consider a cone ~" with compatible preorder -~ (all cones are assumed to be convex, 
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and compatible means that  inequalities can be treated in the usual way). As usual, we call a 
functional 7r : ~ -+ R monotone if f l  -~ f2 implies 7r(fl) _< 7c(f2); such a functional is said 
to be homogeneous if ~r(Af) = ATr(f) for all f E 5 r and A E R+. A functional 7c is said to be 
sublinear if it is homogeneous and subadditive, i.e., 7c(fl + f2) <_ 7r(fl) + 7r(f2) for all f l ,  f2 E ~-. 
If for all f~, f2 c ? ,  we have 7r(f~ + f2) _> 7r(f~) + 7r(f2) instead, then 7r is called superadditive, 
and superlinear if it is in addition homogeneous. A functional is called linear, if it is sub- and 
superlinear. 
For a subcone G of ? and for superlinear p on G and monotone and sublinear ~ on )% we 
define 
Lin p := {u I u : 5c ~ R is monotone and linear with p < ~ on G and u < 7r on )r}. 
It is well known [11] that  Lin p ¢ (3 iff # < 7r. This is a consequence of the following extension 
(DET) of the classical the Hahn-Banach Theorem. 
DOMINATING EXTENSION THEOREM [11]. Let ~ be a subcone of the preordered cone (? ,  -< ). 
Consider a superlinear functional fi on g and a monotone sublinear 7c on ? with fi(g) <_ 
7r(g) for ali g E G. Then there is a monotone linear # on ? with f~ <_ p on g zmd ~, < 7r on 
? .  
Fix a subcone g of ? ,  some superlinear # on g and a monotone and sublinear 7r on ? with 
p < ~ on g. For f ~ ? ,  we define co(f) := sup{p(9) -  7r(h) I g -< f + h,g ~ g ,h  ~ ?}  and obtain 
(i) co(f) < inf{u(f)  ] u E Lin#}, for all f E ? ,  
(ii) p _< co on ~ and co _< 7r on ~-, 
(iii) co is superlinear. 
PROOF. Assertion (i) follows from the fact that  for u E Lin # and for g ~ g and /, ~ ~: ? with 
g < f + h, we have p(g) <_ , (g)  _< u( f  + h) = u(f)  + u(h) <_ u(f)  + 7r(h). 
For (ii), we take in the right side of the definition of co and put h = 0; then 11 < c~ is evident 
and co < ~r is a consequence of (i). Finally, a simple computat ion yields (iii). | 
This results in another characterization of co. 
LEMMA 1. Fix f E ? with w( f )  7£ -oo;  then 
c~,(f) = inf{u(f)  I u E Lin #} = sup{p(g) - 7c(h) I g -< f + h, g E G, h ~ ?} .  (2.2) 
PROOF. W'e define p(h) := inf{Aw(f) + 7r(g) I h -~ Af + g,g E ? ,  A > 0} for h ~ W. Obviously, 
p <_ 7r and p is monotone and sublinear. By definition of w, we have Aw(f)+Tr(9) >> p(h) whenever 
h -< Af + g, and therefore, # < p on ~. Hence, we can apply tile DET to obtain a monotone 
linear functional u with # < u on G and u < p on 5 c. Of course, this is an element of Lin #, and 
furthermore, we have 
u( f )  <_ p( f )  = inf{Aw(f) + ~r(g) I h -< Af + 9, A > 0} < c~,(f). 
Together with (i), i.e., w(f )  <_ u( f ) ,  we therefore have shown (2.2). 
3. DETERMINAT ION OF THE MOST PROF ITABLE  FLOW 
We take measures it, 7 as before and assume that  p(A)  < -r(A x f~ \ A) for all A ~ E, which 
is equivalent o the existence of an admissible flow. To prove the main result, we establish a 
suitable framework to apply the tools of Section 2. Let ? be the space of all L l(d~)-functions 
on ft, where ~(A) := r( f t  × A). Denote by .7"+ its positive cone. Observe that  with respect 
to evaluation of suitable positive measures, Jr+ may be approximated by the elements of the 
positive linear hull of the characteristic functions XA, A E E, i.e., the positive simple measurable 
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functions. An element of jr+ is said to be a local price system. For real functions on ~t, we define 
a collection {-~(~,~)] w~, w2 • ~t} of order structures by 
f ~(~,w~) g ¢===> f (w l )  _> g(wl)  and f (w2) ~ g(w2), 
and a funct iona l  pf  : ~ × f~ --* ]~+ by pf(wl ,W2)  := max(0,  f (w2) - f (w i ) ) .  
The map f --~ pf is sublinear and -<(~,~)-monotone. The consumption cost ff~ f d# under 
the price system f is considered as a linear functional on 9r+. We consider the space • := {~ : 
ft × f~ --~ ~-} and K:(O) its subcone of ~+-valued constant functions. For convenience, for the 
elements of K:(~), we write ~f when ~y(Wl,W2) = f for almost all (wl,w2) • f~ × f~. We define a 
preorder -~¢ on • by 
(ill "~  ~2 "( )" ~1(~21,~d2) -~(Wl,W2) ~2(~d1,~2), for a lmost  all (w~,w2) • f~ x ~.  
Moreover, we define a linear functional /2 on /~(~) by /t(~y) := fo fd# and a sublinear 
-~¢-monotone functional ~r by ~r(~) := fnxf~ p~(~,~:)(Wl, w2) d~-(w~, w2). 
A simple computation shows ~(~y) < #(~y) V~I • K:(~) (when f is a positive simple function 
(see [11, p. 50]), by approximation this then holds for all elements of /g(~)) .  Hence, /2 < # on 
/~(ff). For cost measure ~/and for A, B • E, we define maps ~,a~×A : f~ X ~ --~ ~-, thus elements 
o f~,  by setting for almost all w • ~t and (w~,w2) • ~ x ~t 
O~BxA(~dl,0~2)(03 ) := XB(~I )XA(~) ,  
"~(021,022)(03 ) := ")'(031, a3 ). 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
By use of the DET, we fix some monotone z) E Lin(/5, ~-), such that z)(~) is minimal and we 
define a flow u by taking, with respect o 7, the density of the measure B x A --* / ) (aBxA) ;  
i.e., z)(aSxA) = fBxA udT. For A N B = 0, we have 0 -~ aB×A, and therefore, fB×A udT > O. 
Because of/)(O~B×A) __~ ~'(aB× A) = T((B\A)× A), we have u < 1 and fA×f~ u d7 < T( (A \~)× f~) = 
0. So, because offA×~ ud~- <_ O, we find #(A) = ~(af~×A) _< ~(af~×A) = ff~xA ,dT < f~×A ud~'- 
fAxf~ U dT. Hence, u is admissible. The transportation cost of u is F(7, u) = f~×~ u 7 dz ---- i(~); 
this identity is easily seen for the case when 7 = XB×A is a characteristic function and then 
extended to the general case by linearity. Hence, to determine the flow cost, we have to compute 
the minimal value ~(~). This value can be evaluated with Lemma 1 as sup{/~(~f) -~r(~) [ ~f  -% 
+ ~, f • 5 r, ~ • ~}. This expression becomes 
z)(~) = sup{~(~f) - #(~) [ ~y -~¢ ~ + ~} = sup{~(~y) - #(~f  - "~) [ ~y e K:(ff)}. 
This last identity came from the monotonicity of ~r by use of the fact that the minimal ~ with 
~]  -~¢ ~ + ~ is ~y - ~. Now inserting 5 and ~r and observing that ~/(w,w) = 0, we find L)(~) to 
be sup{fa fd# - faxa max(0, f(wl) - f(w2) --"y(Wl,W2))d~- [ f E jr+}, which shows that u is a 
most profitable flow. 
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